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2 Setion for Arti�ial Intelligene,Center for Med. Statistis, Informatis, and Intelligent Systems,Medial University of Vienna,Freyung 6/2, 1010 Vienna, AustriaAbstrat. Usually, humans have no problem interpreting negation intext. For NLP systems, there are so far no standard solutions for han-dling negations. Many NLP systems do not model negation phenomenaand enounter di�ulties whenever fats are taken as given even whenthe statement is negated. Besides from negating objetive fats, nega-tion may ful�ll other funtions in natural language, suh as being part ofa rhetorial relation. Thus, an adequate interpretation of negations re-quires a mehanism for distinguishing the di�erent funtions of negationas otherwise, the ontent of a text annot be analysed properly. Whilenegation has been extensively studied in linguistis, it seems that there isno lassi�ation of negation funtions whih an be used for NLP. Thus,a orpus-based study was arried out on German newspaper texts in or-der to derive a taxonomy of negation funtions from the point of viewof NLP. Four main ategories have been identi�ed: negations related tostatements, disourse markers, speaker attitudes and idiomati expres-sions. All ategories may our in the ontext of temporal markers whihassign only a transient validity to the negated expression. The atego-rization serves as a base for a pattern-based negation-proessing modulewhih identi�es and lassi�es negations.1 IntrodutionNegation ful�lls various funtions in text. In the following paper, we will arguethat NLP systems need to handle negation, e.g. by means of a pre-proessingmodule: some instanes of negation may be vital to representing the underlyingmeaning of a text while negation in other ontexts may not ontribute to thepropositional ontent of a ore statement. No lassi�ation seems to be availablewhih an be used to determine the ontribution of negated expression to textualmeaning from the point of view of NLP. Thus, we have arried out an empirialstudy on the use of negation in German newspaper texts as a base for a negation-proessing module for the domain. The study is motivated by be needs of NLPappliations suh as Information Extration, Sentiment/Subjetivity Analysisand Opinion Mining, and it analyzes the lexializations, ontexts and funtions



of the observed instanes of negation in terms of their relevane for furtherautomati proessing. While the study has been arried out on German news-paper texts and while the realization of negation is language-spei�, we expetthat the analysis of negation funtion may have many language-independent anddomain-independent aspets.For illustrative purposes, we will give some English examples from newspapertexts for what we onsider the main funtions of negation. An obvious funtionis the reversal of the truth value in a statement about an objetive situation.In these ases, the statement is expliitly marked as false onsidering a spei�situation and ontrary to the assumed expetations on the reader's part [1,2℄. Inthe example senteneExample 1. Niklas Bendtner has not travelled to Malaysia for the �rst part ofArsenal's pre-season tour as he loses in on a move away from the lub.3there is the underlying fat of Niklas Bendtner's traveling to Malaysia withArsenal. The statement marks this as false, given the urrent situation, andrefutes the assumed prior expetation on the reader's part that the soer playerwill join the pre-season tour. If negation is ignored in this sentene, e.g. by a bag-of-words approah, the extrated fats onsist of Niklas Bendtner's traveling toMalaysia, but they do not ontain the vital information that atually, NiklasBendtner did not go on this journey with his teammates. Thus, InformationExtration appliations need to inlude negations in a representation of theontent of a text if the negations are part of statements.Negation does not only our in ore statements regarding the propositionalontent of a sentene; it may also indiate a speaker attitude. In the senteneExample 2. Melanie Phillips is, as you might expet, not happy either at the ideaof the likes of Coogan and Hugh Grant taking a moral stane.4the ore statement is the fat that Coogan and Hugh Grant take a moralstane. But this is an embedded statement, and the negation is part of theintrodutory segment of the sentene ontaining the information that MelaniePhillips is not happy about this idea. Sentiment/Subjetivity Analysis or OpinionMining systems would have to take into aount this information as it refers tothe opinion or attitude of a person with respet to a situation.Negation may also signal di�erent rhetorial relations. In the senteneExample 3. Other inidents breahed his privay but not the law.53 guardian.o.uk, �Niklas Bendtner misses Arsenal's Asian tour as transfernears�, Sunday 10 July 2011, http://www.guardian.o.uk/football/2011/jul/10/niklas-bendtner-arsenal-transfer4 guardian.o.uk,�News of the World phone-haking sandal part one�,Monday 11 July, http://www.guardian.o.uk/news/blog/2011/jul/11/news-world-haking-sandal-live5 guardian.o.uk, �News International papers targeted Gordon Brown�,Monday 11 July 2011, http://www.guardian.o.uk/media/2011/jul/11/phone-haking-news-international-gordon-brown



the negation not is part of a ontrast relation: the privay was violated, butthe mentioned inidents were not illegal. In this ase, an Information Extrationsystem has to onsider and resolve the negation as it is important to note thatthe sentene essentially ontains two statements: 1) the inidents breahed hisprivay, 2) the inidents did not breah the law.There is also a rhetorial relation whih ontains negation as a disoursemarker whih ontributes less to the propositional ontent of the ore statement:Example 4. Aording to the newspaper, the fores of Murdoh not only attempt-ed to gain aess to Brown's voiemail but also obtained private banking andmedial information.6In this example, both statements are positive: 1) the fores of Murdoh at-tempted to gain aess to Brown's voiemail, 2) the fores of Murdoh alsoobtained private banking and medial information. The two statements are on-neted by means of not only... but also. An Information Extration system shouldnot onsider the negation if it does not extrat rhetorial relations, but insteadit should fous on the two positive statements.Negations may also be modi�ed by temporal markers:Example 5. News International has not yet responded to the laims.7Here, the negation refers to a situation at a ertain point in time, whihmay be transitory. Temporal modi�ations may in�uene all types of negations.Information Extration and Opinion Mining systems need to take into aounttemporal modi�ers whih may indiate transient situations.As the examples have shown, it is important to analyse whih parts of astatement or its ontext are negated and what the intended e�ets are. Forthe extration of relations, it is essential to onsider negated relations betweenterms or onepts as negative expressions are often muh more than mere fun-tion words from the point of view of systems representing or annotating textualontent.2 Handling Negation in NLPMost of researh onerning NLP and negation has been arried out in the do-main of biomedial texts. Negation is important in this domain as it may indiatethe absene of ertain relevant symptoms, pre-onditions, or adverse reations.This is indispensable information for eletroni patient reords, quality ontroland billing purposes. In approahes for extrating information from biomedialtext, negation is handled by de�ning or learning patterns for ombinations ofnegation markers and medial onepts, f. e.g. [3,4℄. Corpora of biomedial texts6 Amerian Journalism Review, �The Esalating Murdoh Sandal�, Monday 11 July2011, http://www.ajr.org/Artile.asp?id=51097 �The list goes on: Brown allegedly haked by Sunday Times�, Monday 11 July 2011,http://itywire.o.uk



whih have been annotated with negation information have beome available forEnglish [5℄.In ontrast to NLP systems for biomedial texts, researh on InformationExtration in other domains has just started to examine the funtions and e�etsof negation. [6,7℄ represent reent approahes to inorporating negation in NLPbeyond the medial domain. The appliation is the detetion of on�its andinonsistenies among piees of information for automati question answering.Another �eld of researh where negation has to be onsidered is Senti-ment/Subjetivity Analysis and Opinion Mining; for an overview, f. [8℄. In orderto represent negative ontexts of opinion words, words or phrases are markedas negative, and they are added to the features whih are used to determinethe positive, negative or neutral polarity of an expression [9,10℄. [11℄ distinguishbetween prior and ontextual polarity of expression whih may be reversed bynegation. [12℄ desribe a system for determining the sope of negation usingConditional Random Field (CRFs) models whih are trained on the output of adependeny parer.To our knowledge, no lassi�ations of negation funtions are available whihan be adopted in NLP systems. [1℄ has arried out an empirial study on orporaof written and spoken English, and she has analysed the use of negation. She hasderived a lassi�ation where she distinguishes between the two main funtionsREJECTION and DENIAL. REJECTION onerns suggestions while DENIALonerns propositions. This lassi�ation omes from a orpus- or disourse-linguistis perspetive; it laks onern for the requirements of NLP appliations.In partiular, it does not di�erentiate between negated propositional ontent,negation in speaker attitudes, rhetorial relations and idiomati expressions andthe ontribution of negation to textual meaning as analyzed by NLP systems.3 Empirial study: Negation in a orpus of German newstextsCorpora of German newspaper texts serve as base for our analysis of negation.While there are many onventions regarding the style of newspaper artiles, thereis a large variety of expressions ompared to other domains, and newspaperartiles over a wide range of topis, some desribing temporal developments.Furthermore, large orpora are available � not only for English, but also forother languages. We therefore think that newspaper artiles are a suitable basefor a lassi�ation of negation funtion beyond more limited domains suh asbiomedial texts.We onsider only instanes of expliit negation and only lexially realizednegation. We did not take into aount morphologial negation, e.g. enoded inthe pre�x un-, as in approahes whih are based on bag-of-words, a word with anegative pre�x beomes a feature, while lexial negation has to be analysed interms of its ontext. Thus, we de�ne a negation element for our purposes as alexeme whih arries no meaning beyond its negative funtion, e.g. no, not , and



whih belongs to a losed-lass ategory. We do not take into aount any otherlexemes, e.g. deny whih often signals negation in the biomedial domain:Example 6. The patient denies any hest pain.As a lexeme, deny arries a positive and a negative meaning. The at ofstating something is positive, while the assertion that something is not true isnegative. deny ombines both aspets. The rationale for the exlusion of anylexemes whih are not only negation 'funtion words' lies in the fat that, fromthe point of view of NLP, lexemes with positive/negative meaning tend to bedomain-dependent, produtive due to word formation proesses, and fuzzy ornon-binary in polarity assignment (e.g. hardly).The NEGRA orpus [13℄ Version 2 is a syntatially annotated German or-pus of newspaper texts. In order to derive a negation suborpus, all sentenesontaining one or more negation elements were extrated from the �rst 4000sentenes of the NEGRA orpus. 626 (15.7%) of the 4000 sentenes ontain 705negation elements, with weder...noh, the German equivalent to neither...nor ,being ounted as one negation element. Most sentenes ontain only one negationelement, but there were sentenes with up to four negation elements.niht ('not') is the most frequent negation element, whih is not surprising,as it is the main negation lexeme for sentene negation in German, similar tothe English not . Figure 1 shows a list of all negation elements whih were foundin the suborpus with their frequeny of ourrene.Negation element Count %niht ('not') 468 66.7%kein ('no') 103 14.7%ohne ('without') 53 7.5%nihts ('nothing') 23 3.3%nie ('never') 21 3.0%weder...noh ('neither...nor') 10 1.4%niemand ('nobody') 8 1.1%keinerlei ('no...at all/no...whatsoever') 3 0.4%niemandem ('nobody'), dat) 3 0.4%nirgendwo ('nowhere') 2 0.3%keineswegs ('by no means') 2 0.3%niemanden ('nobody', a) 2 0.3%keins ('none') 1 0.1%niht- ('non-') 1 0.1%nirgends ('nowhere') 1 0.1%niemals ('never') 1 0.1%Fig. 1. Negation elementsIn most ases, the grammatial negation sope onsists of a verb phrase,a noun phrase or an adjetival phrase. For our approah, we have examined



negation ontext instead of grammatial sope. On the one hand, we wantedour negation-proessing module to be robust, whih preludes relying on deepparsing. On the other hand, the whole negated statement whih is importantfor relation extration and ontology building may onsist of more than the verbphrase. Therefore, we have foussed on negation ontext in terms of the orestatements whih ontain negations as well as the statements whih are part ofa rhetorial relation modi�ed by negation.4 Classifying the Funtion of NegationFor a bottom-up lassi�ation of negation funtions, we have started from thesentene struture. Analyzing the negation suborpus, it beomes apparent thatnegation appears in four types of sentene struture: Statement, Rhetorial Re-lation, Speaker Attitude and Negative Polarity Item/Idiomati Expression. Fig-ure 2 shows how the 705 lexially realized negation elements appear as part ofa statement, a rhetorial relation, a speaker attitude, and a NPI, based on themanual annotation. Type Count %Statement 580 82.3Rhetorial relation 90 12.8Speaker attitude 29 4.1NPI/Idiomati expression 6 0.9Fig. 2. Contexts and funtions of negationIn the following, we will brie�y desribe the four types of funtions and illus-trate them with examples from the orpus. All negation funtions may appearin the ontext of temporal information. Temporal modi�ers were marked in theorpus.4.1 StatementFor the purpose of identifying the sope and funtion of negation, we lassifya statement as propositional ontent whih may be represented in terms of aprediate-argument struture. A statement may be lexialized as a lause or anoun phrase. Negation in single statements may negate the prediate (a verb ina verb phrase, a nominalization in a NP) or one or more of its attributes.The following sentene from the orpus (sentene number 35 in the NEGRAorpus), whih is taken from a review of a onert, gives an example of a negatedstatement:Example 7. Selbst die �otteren Passagen werden nie ausgelassen und fröhlih.(35)(`Even the livelier passages never beome jolly and heerful.')



4.2 Rhetorial relationNegations may be part of rhetorial relations. Within rhetorial relations, nega-tions may ontribute to the propositional ontent of a statement, or they maymark the relation without negating a statement. Relations between statementsestablish textual oherene. Rhetorial Struture Theory (RST) [14℄ and Seg-mented Disourse Representation Theory (SDRT) [15℄ rely on varying invento-ries of disourse relations in text analysis and generation. In some ases, a subsetof relations is seleted whih is most relevant in a spei� appliation. Rhetorialrelations onnet sequenes of statements; they may be impliit, or signaled bydisourse markers.For Information Extration, it is important to distinguish the ontribution(with respet to propositional ontent) and funtion of negation. All instanesof expliit negation in the newspaper suborpus were examined in order to de-termine if they our as part of a rhetorial relation. The inventory of rhetorialrelations was taken from the SDRT relations de�ned in [15℄. [16℄ presents anapproah for using linguisti ues to lassify rhetorial relations from a subsetof the SDRT relation inventory in [15℄. In the newspaper negation suborpus,three di�erent types of rhetorial relations were assoiated with negations:� CONTRAST:niht...sondern (not...but ), niht...aber (not...however) signal a CON-TRAST relation. The �rst part of the sequene desribes a statement (re-ferring to an expetation) whih is marked as false. In the seond part, it isreplaed by information whih desribes the atual situation. Both segmentsusually share some ommon features in form and ontent. In CONTRASTontexts, negation is important as it expliitly rejets an expetation.Example from the orpus:niht das Wort, sondern die Tat ist wihtig (2978)(`not words, but ations are important')� CONTINUATION:Patterns of the type niht nur...sondern (not only...but also ), signal a CON-TINUATION relation. The seond part of the sequene, whih may ontainmore unexpeted information than the �rst part, is added by means of negat-ing restritive adverbs suh as nur or allein (`only', `simply'). In CONTINU-ATION ontexts, the negation only has a rhetorial funtion. Its ontributionto the propositional ontent an be negleted. For the purposes of analysisin an NLP system, the negation and restrition an be removed, and bothparts an be treated as related fats with equal ontributions.Example from the orpus:Niht nur ein Tanz, sondern ein Gefühl (3437)(`not only a dane, but a feeling')� CONDITION:wenn niht... (if not...) or wenn...niht (if...not) speify a CONDITION for



a spei� situation. Negation expliitly ontributes to the truth onditionswhih must be given for one statement in order for a seond statement to beappliable.Example from the orpus:Allerdings soll dies nur möglih sein, wenn sih Kunst niht in den Dienstpolitisher Forshrittskonzepte stellt. (1810)(`however this should only be possible if art does not adhere to politialonepts of progress')If negation is part of a rhetorial relation, negation marks a sequene ofstatements and establishes a relation between them in form and ontent.4.3 Speaker attitudeNewspaper ommentary is a genre whih ontains a omplex mixture of fatsand opinions [18,17℄. In the suborpus, speaker attitudes were expressed mostlyby verbs and adjetives. If a negation ourred, it reversed the meaning of theverb or adjetive, e.g.Für niht empfehlenswert hält er Fuÿball [...] (2224)(`He does not reommend (playing) soer')[1℄ notes in her empirial study that negation tends to our often with mentalverbs suh as think .4.4 NPIs/Idiomati expressionsWhile the previously desribed ategories for ategorizing negations employ fun-tional riteria, lexialized expressions ontaining negation elements were assignedtheir own ategory sine these expressions have to be represented as a whole inorder to grasp textual meaning. These ases are important for Information Ex-tration systems as bag-of-words approahes may ome up with distorted resultsif idiomati expression are taken literally. Lexial items may prefer or establishnegative ontexts. In some ases, the resulting expressions are idiomati expres-sions, e.g. He didn't budge. � Er zukte niht mit der Wimper. Other examplesnot being idiomati expressions in the strit sense are lexemes whih are likelyto our within negative onstrutions, e.g. any in English.In the suborpus, only six � di�erent � instanes of idiomati expressionsontaining negation ourred, f. Figure 3.For German, a list of NPIs is available whih has been extrated from largeorpora using o-ourrene information [19,20℄. This list is helpful for automat-ially deteting negation when it is part of an NPI. Sine olloations are rigidstrutures with a lexialized meaning, negation in NPIs should be marked sothat it will not distort the result during relation extration.



Expression Translation No.niht Kinder von Traurigkeit sein `to know how to enjoy oneself' (235)kein Geringerer als `none other than' (1084)niht hinter dem Berg halten `to be unhesitating' (1678)niht shleht staunen `to be astonished' (3528)niht verhehlen `not to oneal' (3616)über Geld niht reden sondern es haben `not to talk about money but to have it' (3744)Fig. 3. NPIs/Idiomati expressions5 Automati pattern-based analysis of negationsThe analysis of negation in the NEGRA orpus, whih was desribed in theprevious setions, has resulted in a gold standard as well as patterns for nega-tion reognition and lassi�ation. In order to examine whether the lassi�ationwhih was derived from the NEGRA orpus an be applied to other news texts, aseond orpus was built whih onsists of artiles from the Austrian daily news-paper Der Standard . 65 artiles published on the same day in various setionsof the newspaper were seleted. The orpus was proessed by a part-of-speehtagger [21℄, whih also assigned sentene boundaries. In ontrast to the situationin the NEGRA orpus, both part-of-speeh tags and sentene boundaries in theStandard orpus were not orreted manually. The sentenes were divided intosegments aording to rules. The aim was to reate segments onsisting of a onestatement eah. The patterns for negation identi�ation and lassi�ation wereformulated as regular expressions, and they were applied to the Standard orpus.The results of the negation identi�ation and lassi�ation were then omparedto a manual annotation.Aording to the assignment of sentene boundaries, the orpus ontains1611 sentenes; 169 sentenes (i.e. 10.5 % of the 1611 sentenes) ontain atleast one negation element. The 1611 sentenes in the Standard orpus wereautomatially separated into segments, yielding 4952 segments. 171 segments(i.e. 3.45% of the segments) ontain at least one negation element. In the 171segments, 138 ases of negated statements, 15 ases of rhetorial relations (9for the CONDITION relation, 4 for the CONTRAST relation and 1 for theCONTINUATION relation), 17 ases of speaker attitudes and only 1 ase of anNPI were assigned. 14 temporal markers were identi�ed by the system.All negation elements were identi�ed orretly, whih omes as no surprise aswe have onentrated on expliit lexial negation, with a losed lass of lexialitems. Of the 169 sentenes ontaining at least one negation element, 112 (66.3%) were segmented orretly, i.e. in a way that the negated statement was seg-mented. In the remaining 37 ases, a deeper syntati analysis is needed. Sine inontrast to the NEGRA orpus, the Standard orpus is raw and was not leanedmanually, many segmentations were assigned where puntuation was not disam-biguated or where part-of-speeh tags seem to suggest a segment boundary.



13 segmentation problems are due to oordination as it if often di�ult todetermine wheter oordination onnets di�erent statements or whether it on-nets di�erent elements within one statement, e.g.Example 8. Man soll ja niht überkritish oder vorauseilend böse sein [...](`one should not be overritial and antiipartorily mean [...]')where the negation sope extends to both adjetives, but the segmentationseparates them at the oordination and versusExample 9. Wenn nihts passiert und die Regierung auf das Erreihen desNullde�zits wartet [...](`if nothing happens and the government awaits reahing zero de�it [...]')where the oordination separates two statements.The Standard negation orpus ontains only one NPI, and it was not foundby the system as it is not ontained in the NPI list for German [20℄. This maybe due to the fat that it is an expression whih is ommon in Austrian German,but less ommon in Standard German (Shmied vs. Shmiedl 'expert vs. nonexpert').Of the 17 instanes of speaker attitudes were assigned, none an be onsideredan atual speaker attitude. The patterns only apply to ases where the speakerattitude onerned an embedded sentene with the atual statement desribingan objetive situation. 12 of the lassi�ations are due to errors of the part-of-speeh tagger. Thus, it turned out that the assignment of speaker attitudes didnot yield any orret assignments without taking into aount the atual opinionwords; the integration of lexial indiators for speaker attitudes seems neessary.For rhetorial funtions, however, all assignments in the Standard negationorpus are orret. In sum, all 15 instanes of rhetorial funtions were found,namely 9 for the CONDITION relation, 4 for the CONTRAST relation and 1for the CONTINUATION relation.Of the 14 temporal modi�ers identi�ed in the Standard negation orpus, 4indiate `not yet' and 10 indiate `not anymore'. 2 of these assignments turnedout to be false positives. There are no false negatives. The errors are due tolexial ambiguities.6 ConlusionUnstrutured texts are layered strutures whih onvey information about fats,(e.g. ausal or temporal) relationships and attitudes to readers. Eah negationelement ourring in a text plays a role in presenting this information by em-phasizing that a ertain assumed fat is not valid in a given situation. Humanreaders or listeners are usually able to interpret this information given the on-text. They develop a representation of the positive fats in a statement andreverse the polarity of the negated aspets of the statement. Apart from systemsin the biomedial domain, where negation tends to be omparatively straight-forward, and opinion mining approahes, where negation diretly ontributes to



assigned sentiment polarities, NLP systems mostly rely solely on the positivefats, without onsidering negated ontexts. Sine the ontribution of negatedinformation to the propositional ontent depends on the funtion of negation ina spei� ontext, di�erent types of negations need to be distinguished. In orderto ome up with a lassi�ation of negation funtion, an empirial study wasarried out; German newspaper texts were seleted as a sample domain.A negation suborpus was derived by seleting sentenes whih ontain ex-pliit lexial negation from a sample of the NEGRA orpus. A lassi�ation ofthe funtions of the observed negations and their ontexts was derived, based onthe perspetive of NLP appliations suh as Information Extration and OpinionMining. Negation elements, sopes and funtions were annotated in the subor-pus.As a next step, the negation phenomena whih were enountered in the NE-GRA suborpus were transformed into regular expressions for a pattern-basednegation-proessing approah. A small raw orpus of texts from the Austriannewspaper Der Standard was part-of-speeh tagged, and the patterns were ap-plied to the test orpus. The results are enouraging: it turns out that even thissimple approah performs reasonably well identifying fatual negation, rhetorialrelations and temporal modi�ers. For the lassi�ation of negation in the on-text of speaker attitudes, more lexial resoures are needed. The segmentationof negated statements still needs to be improved.From the point of view of linguisti resoures, the empirial study has resultedin an annotated negation suborpus of German newspaper texts whih may proveuseful in various appliations. Furthermore, a lassi�ation of negation funtionswas derived whih desribes the negation phenomena in the German newspaperorpus but whih also an be applied to other languages and domains. Fromthere, patterns desribing funtions of negations in German were reated whihwill be extended and integrated into a negation-�ltering module whih an beused by NLP systems for German.AknowledgmentThe Austrian Researh Institute for Arti�ial Intelligene is supported by theAustrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation, and Tehnology.Referenes1. Tottie, G.: (1991). Negation in English Speeh and Writing: A Study in Variation.San Diego: Aademi Press, 1991.2. Horn, L. R.: A Natural History of Negation. The David Hume Series: Philosophyand Cognitive Siene Reissues. CSLI Publiations, 2001.3. Chapman, W. W., Bridewell, W., Hanbury, P., Cooper, G. F., Buhanan, B. G.:A Simple Algorithm for Identifying Negated Findings and Diseases in DishargeSummaries. Journal of Biomedial Informatis, 34:301�310, 2001.4. Morante, R.: Desriptive Analysis of Negation Cues in Biomedial Texts. Pro. ofLREC'10 . 2010.
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